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VANISHING OF THE TOP LOCAL COHOMOLOGY MODULES OVER
NOETHERIAN RINGS
KAMRAN DIVAANI-AAZAR
ABSTRACT. Let R be a (not necessarily local) Noetherian ring and M a finitely generated
R-module of finite dimension d. Let a be an ideal of R andM denote the intersection of all
prime ideals p ∈ SuppR H
d
a(M). It is shown that
Hda(M) ≃ H
d
M(M)/ ∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :Hd
M
(M) a
n),
where for an Artinian R-module A we put < M > A = ∩n∈NM
nA. As a consequence,
it is proved that for all ideals a of R, there are only finitely many non-isomorphic top
local cohomology modules Hda(M) having the same support. In addition, we establish an
analogue of the Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne Vanishing Theorem over rings that need not be
local.
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, let R denote a commutative Noetherian ring. LetM be a finitely
generated R-module of finite dimension d and a an ideal of R. The present article is
concerned with the top local cohomology module Hda (M). We refer the reader to [3] for
more details about local cohomology. By Grothendieck’s Vanishing Theorem [3, Theorem
6.1.2], it is known that Hia(M) = 0 for all i > dimM. So H
d
a (M) is the last possible
non-vanishing local cohomology module of M. Also, by [3, Exercise 7.1.7] the top local
cohomology module Hda (M) is Artinian. There are many papers concerning the top local
cohomology modules of finitely generated modules over local rings. But, according to
the best knowledge of the author, [2] and [4] are the only existing articles studying such
local cohomology modules over general Noetherian rings. In this paper, we investigate
the structure of the top local cohomology modules of finitely generated modules over
rings that need not be local.
When R is local with the maximal ideal m, it is proved that there is a natural isomor-
phism Hda (M) ≃ H
d
m(M)/Σn∈N < m > (0 :Hdm(M) a
n), see [10, Theorem 3.2]. As a result,
in [10] a new proof is provided for the Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne Vanishing Theorem. In
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Section 2, we establish an analogue of the above isomorphism over rings that are not nec-
essarily local. To be more precise, we will prove that if M denotes the intersection of all
prime ideals p ∈ SuppR H
d
a (M), then there is a natural isomorphism
Hda (M) ≃ H
d
M(M)/ ∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :HdM(M)
an).
This will be proved in Theorem 2.3.
Knowing more about AttR H
d
a (M), the set of attached primes of H
d
a (M), could lead
to better understanding of the structure of the top local cohomology module Hda (M).
In particular, knowing AttR H
d
a (M) implies vanishing results for H
d
a (M). In the case R is
local, the set AttR H
d
a(M) is already determined (see e.g. [18], [10] and [6]). In Theorem 2.5
below, we determine the set AttR H
d
a (M) without the assumption that R is local, namely
we show that
AttR H
d
a (M) = {p ∈ AsshR M : cdR(a, R/p) = d}
(here for an R-module N, cdR(a,N) denotes the cohomological dimension of N with
respect to the ideal a). Then as an application, we provide an improvement of the main
result of [2]. Next, for a finitely generated R-module N so that Hca(N), c := cdR(a,N), is
representable, we examine the set AttR H
c
a(N).
In Section 3, first we show that for all ideals a of R, there are only finitely many non-
isomorphic top local cohomology modules Hda (M) having the same support. Next, as an
application of Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, we extend the Licthenbum-Hartshorne Vanishing
Theorem to (not necessarily local) Noetherian rings. Namely, we prove that if M is as
above and T denotes theM-adic completion of R, then the following are equivalent:
i) Hda (M) = 0.
ii) HdM(M) = ∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :HdM(M)
an).
iii) For any integer l ∈ N, there exists an n = n(l) ∈ N such that
0 :Hd
M
(M) a
l ⊆< M > (0 :Hd
M
(M) a
n).
iv) dim T/aT + p > 0 for all p ∈ AsshT(M⊗R T).
v) cdR(a, R/p) < d for all p ∈ AsshR M.
Throughout the paper, for an R-module M, AsshR M denotes the set of all associated
prime ideals p of M such that dimR/p = dimM. Also, for an Artinian R-module A, we
denote ∩n∈Na
nA by < a > A.
2. ATTACHED PRIME IDEALS
A nonzero R-module S is called secondary if for each x ∈ R the multiplication map
induced by x on S is either surjective or nilpotent. If S is secondary, then the ideal
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p := Rad(AnnR S) is a prime ideal and S is called p-secondary. For an R-moduleM, a sec-
ondary representation of M is an expression for M as a sum of finitely many secondary
submodules of M. An R-module M is said to be representable if it has a secondary rep-
resentation. From any secondary representation for an R-module M, one can obtain an-
other one asM = S1+ · · ·+ Sn such that the prime ideals pi := Rad(AnnR Si), i = 1, . . . , n
are all distinct and Sj * Σi 6=jSi for all j = 1, . . . , n. A such secondary representation for
M is said to be minimal. It is shown that the set {p1, . . . , pn} is independent of the cho-
sen minimal secondary representation for M. This set is denoted by AttR M and each
element of this set is said to be an attached prime ideal of M. It is known that a repre-
sentable R-module M is zero if and only if AttR M = ∅ and that if 0 −→ N −→ M −→
L −→ 0 is an exact sequence of representable R-modules and R-homomorphisms, then
AttR L ⊆ AttR M ⊆ AttR N ∪ AttR L. Also, it is known that any Artinian R-module is
representable. For more information about the theory of secondary representations see
[12] or [14, Section 6, Appendix].
Lemma 2.1. i) Let f : R −→ U be a ring homomorphism and M a representable U-module.
Then M is also representable as an R-module and AttR M = { f
−1(p) : p ∈ AttU M}.
ii) Let A be an Artinian R-module. Then SuppR A equalsAssR A and is a finite subset ofMax R.
Moreover, if SuppR A = {m1, . . . ,mt}, then the natural R-homomorphism ψ : A −→ ⊕
t
i=1Ami
is an isomorphism. In particular, AttR A =
t⋃
i=1
AttR Ami .
iii) Let m1, . . . ,mt be distinct maximal ideals of R and A1, . . . , At Artinian R-modules so that
SuppR Ai = {mi} for all i = 1, . . . , t. Let A = ⊕
t
i=1Ai. Then for any ideal a of R such that
a ⊆M := ∩ti=1mi, there is a natural isomorphism
A
∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :A a
n)
≃
t⊕
i=1
Ai
∑
n∈N
< mi > (0 :Ai a
n)
.
Proof. i) holds by [15, Proposition 4.1].
ii) The first assertion of (ii) holds by [17, Exercises 8.49 and 9.43]. Now, we are going to
prove the second assertion of (ii). It follows by [17, Exercise 8.49], that A = ⊕ti=1Γmi(A).
This yields that for each i, Ami ≃ Γmi(A), and so Ami , as an R-module, supported only at
the maximal ideal mi. So ψm : Am −→ (⊕
t
i=1Ami)m is an isomorphism for any maximal
ideal m of R. Thus ψ is an isomorphism, as claimed. Finally, the last assertion of (ii) is
immediate by (i) and the fact that for any given finitely many secondary representable
R-modules M1, . . . ,Mt, it turns out that ⊕
t
i=1Mi is also representable and that
AttR(
t⊕
i=1
Mi) =
t⋃
i=1
AttR Mi.
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iii) First of all note that for any Artinian R-module B and any two ideals a, b of R, it
is easy to see that {
0 :B a
n
< b > (0 :B an)
}n∈N, with the natural maps induced by the identity
map of B, is a direct system and that
∑
n∈N
(0 :B a
n)
∑
n∈N
< b > (0 :B a
n)
is its direct limit. In particular, if a ⊆ ∩m∈SuppR Bm, then each element of B is annihilated
by some power of a, and so
lim
−→
n
0 :B a
n
< b > (0 :B an)
=
B
∑
n∈N
< b > (0 :B a
n)
.
Next, note that Ami ≃ Ai for all i = 1, . . . , t. Thus in view of (ii), we have the following
isomorphisms
A
∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :A a
n)
≃ lim
−→
n
0 :A a
n
< M > (0 :A an)
≃ lim
−→
n
[(
0 :A a
n
< M > (0 :A an)
)m1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (
0 :A a
n
< M > (0 :A an)
)mt ]
≃ lim
−→
n
[
0 :A1 a
n
< m1 > (0 :A1 a
n)
⊕ · · · ⊕
0 :At a
n
< mt > (0 :At a
n)
]
≃
t⊕
i=1
[lim
−→
n
0 :Ai a
n
< mi > (0 :Ai a
n)
]
≃
t⊕
i=1
Ai
∑
n∈N
< mi > (0 :Ai a
n)
.
Remark 2.2. i) Let a be an ideal of R. For a prime ideal p of R, we say that a is formally
isolated at p if a ⊆ p and if there is some prime ideal p∗ of Rˆp such that dim Rˆp/p∗ = ht(p)
and that dim Rˆp/aRˆp + p∗ = 0. Assume that R has finite dimension d, and let Pa denote
the set of all prime ideals p such that ht(p) = d and such that a is formally isolated at p.
Then, by [2, Theorem 3.3 (b)] for any finitely generated faithful R-module M, we have
SuppR H
d
a (M) = Pa.
ii) Let M be a finitely generated R-module of finite dimension d. Let Pa,M denote the
set of all p ∈ Var(AnnR M + a) so that there is some prime p
∗ ∈ SuppRˆp Mˆp such that
dim Rˆp/p
∗ = d and that dim Rˆp/aRˆp + p∗ = 0. Then, by adapting the method of the
proof of [2, Theorem 3.3(b)], one can easily deduce that SuppR H
d
a (M) = Pa,M. Also, in
Corollary 4.1 below, we establish another characterization of Pa,M.
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In the remainder of the paper, for a finitely generated R-module M of finite dimension
d and an ideal a of R, let Pa,M be as in Remark 2.2 (ii).
Theorem 2.3. Let a be an ideal of R, M a finitely generated R-module of finite dimension d and
M =
⋂
p∈Pa,M
p. There is a natural isomorphism
Hda (M) ≃ H
d
M(M)/ ∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :HdM(M)
an).
Proof. By Remark 2.2 (ii), we have SuppR H
d
a(M) = Pa,M. Let SuppR H
d
a (M) =
{m1, . . . ,mt} and for each i denote the local ring Rmi by Ri.
Let a be an ideal of a local ring (U, n). By [10, Theorem 3.2], it turns out that for any
finitely generated U-module M, there is a natural isomorphism
Hda (M) ≃ H
d
n(M)/ ∑
n∈N
< n > (0 :Hdn(M) a
n),
where d = dimM. Observe that by the Flat Base Change Theorem [3, Theorem 4.3.2] and
Lemma 2.1 (ii) the modules HdmiRi(Mmi) and H
d
mi
(M) are isomorphic for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Therefore applying Lemma 2.1 (ii) again, provides the following isomorphisms
Hda (M) ≃
t⊕
i=1
HdaRi(Mmi)
≃
t⊕
i=1
HdmiRi(Mmi)
∑
n∈N
< miRi > (0 :HdmiRi (Mmi )
anRi)
≃
t⊕
i=1
Hdmi(M)
∑
n∈N
< mi > (0 :Hdmi (M)
an)
.
On the other hand, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for local cohomology [3, Theorem 3.2.3]
yields the following isomorphism
HdM(M) ≃
t⊕
i=1
Hdmi(M).
This finishes the proof, by Lemma 2.1 (iii). 
Recall that for an R-module M, the cohomological dimension of M with respect to
an ideal a of R is defined as cdR(a,M) := sup{i ∈ N0 : H
i
a(M) 6= 0}. It is ap-
propriate to list some basic properties of this notion. First of all note that, it is im-
mediate by Grothendieck’s Vanishing Theorem, that cdR(a,M) ≤ dimM. Next, note
that if V is a multiplicative subset of R, then it becomes clear by the Flat Base Change
Theorem, that cdV−1R(aV
−1R,V−1M) ≤ cdR(a,M). Also, if M and L are two finitely
generated R-modules so that SuppR L ⊆ SuppR M, then [9, Theorem 2.2] implies that
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cdR(a, L) ≤ cdR(a,M). For further details concerning this notion, we refer the reader to
[11] and [9].
Lemma 2.4. Let a be an ideal of a local ring (R,m) and d a natural number. For any prime ideal
p of R so that dimR/p ≤ d, the following are equivalent:
i) cdR(a, R/p) = d.
ii) p is the contraction to R of a prime ideal p∗ of Rˆ such that dim Rˆ/p∗ = d and dim Rˆ/aRˆ+
p∗ = 0.
Proof. LetM be a finitely generated R-module of dimension d. Then by the Lichtenbaum-
Hartshorne Vanishing Theorem, it turns out that Hda (M) 6= 0 if and only if there exists
p∗ ∈ AsshRˆ Mˆ such that dim Rˆ/aRˆ + p
∗ = 0 (see e.g. [10, Corollary 3.4]). Assume
that (i) holds. Then Hda (R/p) 6= 0, and so there exists p
∗ ∈ AsshRˆ(Rˆ/pRˆ) such that
dim Rˆ/aRˆ + p∗ = 0. Since Hda (R/p) 6= 0, by Grothendieck’s Vanishing Theorem, we
have dimR/p = d. Thus
dim Rˆ/p∗ = dim Rˆ/pRˆ = d.
On the other hand, by [14, Theorem 23.2 (i)], we have
{p} = AssR(R/p) = {Q ∩ R : Q ∈ AssRˆ(Rˆ/pRˆ)}.
Hence p = p∗ ∩ R, and so (ii) follows.
Now, assume that (ii) holds. We have
d ≥ dimR/p = dim Rˆ/pRˆ ≥ dim Rˆ/p∗ = d.
So dimR/p = d. In particular, p∗ is minimal over pRˆ, and so p∗ ∈ AsshRˆ(Rˆ/pRˆ). Thus
Hda (R/p) 6= 0, by the Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne Vanishing Theorem (that we commented
earlier its statement in the beginning of the proof). Therefore cdR(a, R/p) = d, as re-
quired. 
The following extends the main result of [6] to general Noetherian rings.
Theorem 2.5. (See [4, Theorem 1.2]) Let a be an ideal of R and M a finitely generated R-module
of finite dimension d. Then
AttR H
d
a (M) = {p ∈ AsshR M : cdR(a, R/p) = d}.
Proof. Assume that SuppR H
d
a (M) = {m1, . . . ,mt}. Then by the Flat Base Change
Theorem and Lemma 2.1 (ii), it follows that
AttR H
d
a (M) =
t⋃
i=1
AttR H
d
aRmi
(Mmi).
In the remainder of the proof, we will use this equality without further comment.
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Let M be a finitely generated module over a local ring (U, n). Then by [10, Corol-
lary 3.3] for any ideal a of U, AttUˆ H
dimM
a (M) consists of all p ∈ AsshUˆ Mˆ such that
dim Uˆ/aUˆ + p = 0. Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Since
HdaRmi
(Mmi) ≃ (H
d
a (M))mi 6= 0,
we have dimMmi = d. It now follows, by Lemma 2.1 (i) and Lemma 2.4 that
AttRmi H
d
aRmi
(Mmi) = {Q ∩ Rmi : Q ∈ AsshRˆmi
Mˆmi , dim Rˆmi/aRˆmi + Q = 0}
= {pRmi ∈ AsshRmi Mmi : cdRmi (aRmi , Rmi/pRmi) = d}.
Because dimMmi = dimM = d and
AssRmi Mmi = {pRmi : p ⊆ mi and p ∈ AssR M},
it follows that AsshRmi Mmi consists of all prime ideals pRmi ∈ AssRmi Mmi such that p ∈
AsshR M. Hence, if p ∈ AttR H
d
a (M), then p ∈ AsshR M and cdR(a, R/p) = d.
Conversely, assume that p ∈ AsshR M is such that cdR(a, R/p) = d. Let m ∈
SuppR H
d
a (R/p). Then H
d
aRm
(Rm/pRm) 6= 0, and so dimRm/pRm = d. Hence, we have
cdRm(aRm, Rm/pRm) = d and pRm ∈ AsshRm Mm. By Lemma 2.4, pRm is the contraction
to Rm of a prime ideal p
∗ of Rˆm such that dim Rˆm/p
∗ = d and dim Rˆm/aRˆm + p∗ = 0. It
is easy to see that p∗ ∈ AsshRˆm Mˆm, and so by Lemma 2.1 (i) and the above mentioned
result of [10], it turns out that pRm ∈ AttRm H
d
aRm
(Mm). Hence p ∈ AttR H
d
a (M), by
using Lemma 2.1 (i) again. Note that, since AttR H
d
a (M)m is not empty, it follows that
m ∈ SuppR H
d
a (M). 
Example 2.6. In [8, Corollary 3.3], the fact that the top local cohomology modules of
finitely generated modules of finite dimension are Artinian is extended to an strictly
larger class of modules. Namely, it is shown that if a is an ideal of R and M a ZD-
module of finite dimension d such that a-relative Goldie dimension of any quotient of M
is finite, then Hda (M) is Artinian. It would be interesting to knowwhether the conclusion
of Theorem 2.5 remains valid for this larger class of modules. Unfortunately, this is not
the case, even if R is local. To this end, let (R,m) be a local ring with dimR > 0. Take
a = m and M = E(R/m), the injective envelop of the residue field of R. Then M is a
ZD-module and a-relative Goldie dimension of any quotient of M is finite. We have
AttR H
0
a(M) = AttR M = AssR R,
while the maximal ideal m is the only element of the set
{p ∈ AsshR M : cdR(a, R/p) = 0}.
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As a corollary to Theorem 2.5, we present an improvement of the main result of [2]. In
the sequel, let Pa be as in Remark 2.2 (i).
Corollary 2.7. Let a and b be two ideals of R and assume that R/b has finite dimension d. Then
i) Pa,R/b = {m ∈ Max R : ∃p ∈ AsshR(R/b) such that p ⊆ m and cdRm(aRm, Rm/pRm)
= d}. In particular, if R has finite dimension d, then
Pa = {m ∈ Max R : ∃p ∈ AsshR R such that p ⊆ m and cdRm(aRm, Rm/pRm) = d}.
ii) For any finitely generated R-module M so thatAsshR M = AsshR(R/b), we have SuppR H
d
a (M) =
Pa,R/b. In particular, Pa,R/b is a finite set.
iii) (See [4, Theorem 1.3 (g)]) If d > 0, then for any M as in (ii), the Rm-module (Hda (M))m is
not finitely generated for all m ∈ Pa,R/b.
Proof. First, it should be noted that Pa = Pa,R. By Remark 2.2 (ii), we have
SuppR H
d
a (R/b) = Pa,R/b. Hence, to prove (i) and (ii), it will be enough to show that
for any finitely generated R-module M with AsshR M = AsshR(R/b), SuppR H
d
a (M)
consists of all maximal ideals m of R so that there exists a prime ideal p ∈ AsshR(R/b)
such that p ⊆ m and cdRm(aRm, Rm/pRm) = d. Assume that M is a finitely gen-
erated R-module with AsshR M = AsshR(R/b), and let m ∈ SuppR H
d
a (M). Then
HdaRm(Mm) 6= 0, and so by Theorem 2.5, there exists a prime ideal Q ∈ AsshRm Mm such
that cdRm(aRm, Rm/Q) = d. But, then there is exists a prime ideal p ⊆ m of R such that
Q = pRm. As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.5, Q ∈ AsshRm Mm, implies that
p ∈ AsshR M = AsshR(R/b).
Conversely, let m be a maximal ideal of R such that there exists a prime ideal p ∈
AsshR(R/b) such that p ⊆ m and cdRm(aRm, Rm/pRm) = d. Since Var(pRm) ⊆ SuppRm Mm,
by [9, Theorem 2.2], it turns out that cdRm(aRm,Mm) = d. But, this implies that
m ∈ SuppR H
d
a (M).
iii) Letm ∈ Pa,R/b. Then by part (ii), we deduce that H
d
aRm
(Mm) 6= 0. Hence, [2, Lemma
2.1] yields that the Rm-module (Hda (M))m is not finitely generated. 
Remark 2.8. i) Let M and N be two finitely generated R-modules of finite dimension
d so that AsshR N = AsshR M. Having Theorem 2.5 in mind, it becomes clear that
AttR H
d
a (N) = AttR H
d
a (M). Also, it follows by Corollary 2.7 (ii) that SuppR H
d
a (N) =
SuppR H
d
a (M). In particular, H
d
a (N) = 0 if and only if H
d
a (M) = 0.
ii) Let R be a ring of finite dimension d and a an ideal of R. Also, let M be a finitely
generated R-module. If M is faithful, then it follows by [2, Theorem 3.3 (b)] that
SuppR H
d
a (M) = Pa. It is perhaps worth pointing out that by part (i), this conclusion for
M remains valid under the weaker assumption that AsshR M = AsshR R.
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The following lemma will be needed in the proof of our last result in this section.
Lemma 2.9. Let a and b be two ideals of R and c a natural number. Assume that M is a finitely
generated R-module so that cdR(a,M) ≤ c. Then there is a natural isomorphism
Hca(M/bM) ≃ H
c
a(M)/bH
c
a(M).
Proof. Let U = R/AnnR M. Since SuppR U = SuppR M, it follows by [9, Theorem
2.2], that HiaU(U) = 0 for all i > c. Hence H
i
aU(·) is a right exact functor on the category
of U-modules and U-homomorphisms. Thus
Hca(M/bM) ≃ H
c
aU(U)⊗U M/bM
≃ (HcaU(U)⊗U M)⊗R R/b
≃ Hca(M)/bH
c
a(M).
Theorem 2.10. Let a be an ideal of R and M a finitely generated R-module such that c :=
cdR(a,M) 6= −∞. LetW be the set of all p ∈ SuppRM such that dimR/p = cdR(a, R/p) = c
and X := W∩AssR M.
i) If b := ∩p∈Xp, then Pa,R/b ⊆ SuppR H
c
a(M).
ii) If Hca(M) is representable, then X ⊆ AttR H
c
a(M).
iii) Assume that Hca(M) is representable. If p ∈ AttR H
c
a(M) is so that dim R/p = c, then
p ∈W.
Proof. By [1, p.263, Proposition 4], there is a submoduleN ofM such that AssR(M/N) =
X. In particular, dimM/N = c. Since SuppR N ⊆ SuppR M, by [9, Theorem 2.2], we have
Hia(N) = 0 for all i > c. Thus, the exact sequence
0 −→ N −→ M −→ M/N −→ 0
provides the following exact sequence of local cohomology modules
. . . −→ Hca(N) −→ H
c
a(M) −→ H
c
a(M/N) −→ 0.
Thus SuppR H
c
a(M/N) ⊆ SuppR H
c
a(M), and so (i) follows by Corollary 2.7 (ii). If
Hca(M) is representable, then the above exact sequence implies that AttR H
c
a(M/N) ⊆
AttR H
c
a(M), and so (ii) follows by Theorem 2.5.
Next, we prove (iii). Let p ∈ AttR H
c
a(M) be so that dimR/p = c. By [12, 2.5], there is
a submodule N of Hca(M) such that p = N :R H
c
a(M). Hence pH
c
a(M) ⊆ N, and so by
Lemma 2.9, it turns out that Hca(M)/N is isomorphic to a quotient of H
c
a(M/pM). Now,
by the Independence Theorem [3, Theorem 4.2.1], we have the following isomorphisms
Hca(M/pM) ≃ H
c
aR/p(M/pM)
≃ HcaR/p(R/p)⊗R/p M/pM
≃ Hca(R/p)⊗R M.
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Thus Hca(M/pM) is Artinian and p ∈ AttR H
c
a(M/pM). Because, by [7, Corollary 3.3] for
an Artinian R-module A and a finitely generated R-module N, we have
AttR(A⊗R N) = AttR A ∩ SuppR N,
the conclusion follows by Theorem 2.5. 
3. LICHTENBAUM-HARTSHORNE VANISHING THEOREM
Let the situation be as in Theorem 2.5. In the case that the ideal a is the intersection of
finitely many maximal ideals of R, we can find a better description of the set AttR H
d
a (M).
We do this in the next result. The last assertion of this result might be considered as the
generalization of Grothendieck’s non-Vanishing Theorem to semi-local rings.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that m1, . . . ,mt are maximal ideals of R and M a finitely generated
R-module of finite dimension d. Let a =
⋂t
i=1mi. Then
AttR H
d
a (M) = {p ∈ AsshR M : ∃1 ≤ i ≤ t such that p ⊆ mi and ht
mi
p
= d}.
In particular, if R is semi-local with the only maximal ideals m1, . . . ,mt, then AttR H
d
a(M) =
AsshR M, and so H
d
a (M) 6= 0 whenever M is nonzero.
Proof. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Since SuppR H
d
mi
(M) ⊆ {mi}, by Lemma 2.1 (ii) and the Flat Base
Change Theorem, it turns out that Hdmi(M) ≃ H
d
miRmi
(Mmi). Hence, applying the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence for local cohomology provides the following natural isomorphisms
Hda (M) ≃
t⊕
i=1
Hdmi(M) ≃
t⊕
i=1
HdmiRmi
(Mmi).
By [13, Theorem 2.2], for a finitely generated module M over a local ring (U, n), we have
AttU H
d
n(M) = AsshU M, where d = dimM. Thus by Lemma 2.1 (i), we conclude that
AttR H
d
a (M) =
t⋃
i=1
{p ∈ AsshR M : pRmi ∈ AsshRmi Mmi and dimRmi/pRmi = d}
= {p ∈ AsshR M : ∃1 ≤ i ≤ t such that p ⊆ mi and ht
mi
p = d}.
The last assertion is immediate by the first one. 
Remark 3.2. Let A be an Artinian R-module. Suppose that SuppR A = {m1, . . . ,mt} and
putM = ∩ti=1mi. Let T denote theM-adic completion of R.
i) Sharp [16] showed that A has a natural structure as a module over T. Let θ : R −→ T
denote the natural ring homomorphism. The T-module structure of A is such that for
any element r ∈ R the multiplication by r on A has the same effect as the multiplication
of θ(r) ∈ T. Furthermore a subset of A is an R-submodule of A if and only if it is a T-
submodule of A.
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ii) Let a ⊆ b denote two ideals of R and B := Σn∈N < b > (0 :A a
n). By [10, Theorem 2.4],
the following are equivalent:
a) For any l ∈ N, there is an integer n = n(l) such that 0 :A M
l ⊆< b > (0 :A a
n).
b) B = A.
c) Rad(p+ aT)  Rad(p+ bT) for all p ∈ AttT A.
iii) Let a, b and B be as in (ii), and let A = S1 + · · · + Sn be a minimal secondary repre-
sentation of A as a T-module. We can order the elements of AttT A = {p1, . . . , pn} such
that for an integer 0 ≤ l ≤ n, Rad(pi + aT)  Rad(pi + bT) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, while
Rad(pi + aT) = Rad(pi + bT) for all l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then S1 + · · · + Sl is a minimal
secondary representation of B. This follows by [10, Theorem 2.8]. Also, it is a routine
check to see that Σni=l+1(Si + B)/B is a minimal secondary representation of A/B as a
T-module.
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a finitely generated R-module of finite dimension d and P a finite subset
ofMax R. LetM = ∩m∈Pm and T denote the M-adic completion of R.
i) Let a and b be two ideals of R such that Pa,M = Pb,M = P . If either a ⊆ b or AttT H
d
a (M) ⊆
AttT H
d
b(M), then H
d
a (M) is isomorphic to a quotient of H
d
b(M).
ii) Let a and b be as in (i). If AttT H
d
a (M) = AttT H
d
b(M), then H
d
a (M) ≃ H
d
b(M).
iii) For all ideals c of R, there are at most 2|AsshT(M⊗RT)| non-isomorphic top local cohomology
modules Hdc (M) such that SuppR H
d
c (M) = P .
Proof. Let A = HdM(M),
B1 = ∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :A a
n)
and
B2 = ∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :A b
n).
Then, Theorem2.3 yields the natural isomorphismsHda (M) ≃ A/B1 and H
d
b(M) ≃ A/B2.
Let A = S1 + · · ·+ Sn be a minimal secondary representation of A as a T-module and set
Zj := AttT A \AttT(A/Bj)
for j = 1, 2. Then by Remark 3.2 (iii), Bj = Σpi∈ZjSi for j = 1, 2. Thus, if either a ⊆ b or
AttT H
d
a (M) ⊆ AttT H
d
b(M), then B2 ⊆ B1, and so H
d
a(M) is isomorphic to a quotient of
Hdb(M). Also, if AttT H
d
a (M) = AttT H
d
b(M), then B1 = B2, and so H
d
a (M) ≃ H
d
b(M).
Next, we are going to prove (iii). Since T and Πm∈P Rˆm are isomorphic as R-modules,
by the Flat Base Change Theorem, we have the following isomorphisms
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HdMT(M⊗R T) ≃ H
d
M(M)⊗R T
≃
⊕
m∈P
(HdM(M)⊗R Rˆm)
≃
⊕
m∈P
(HdMRm(Mm)⊗Rm Rˆm)
≃
⊕
m∈P
HdmRm(Mm)
≃
⊕
m∈P
Hdm(M)
≃ HdM(M).
The last isomorphism follows by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for local cohomology. It
now is easy to check that each of these isomorphisms is also a T-isomorphism. Next,
as MT is the intersection of all maximal ideals of the semi-local ring T, it follows by
Proposition 3.1 that
AttT H
d
M(M) = AttT H
d
MT(M⊗R T) = AsshT(M⊗R T).
Now, the claim follows by part (ii). 
As an immediate application of Theorem 3.3, we deduce Theorem 1.6 and Proposition
1.5 of [5].
Corollary 3.4. Let a and b be two ideals of a local ring (R,m) and M a finitely generated R-
module. Let d = dimM.
i) If either a ⊆ b or AttRˆ H
d
a(M) ⊆ AttRˆ H
d
b(M), then H
d
a (M) is isomorphic to a quotient of
Hdb(M).
ii) If AttRˆ H
d
a (M) = AttRˆ H
d
b(M), then H
d
a (M) ≃ H
d
b(M).
iii) The number of non-isomorphic top local cohomology modules Hdc (M) is at most 2
|AsshRˆ Mˆ| for
all ideals c of R.
Example 3.5. It might be of some interest to replace Rˆ by R in Corollary 3.4 (ii). But, as
we show in the sequel, this would not be the case. To this end, we use an example of
Brodmann and Sharp (see [3, Exercise 8.2.9]). Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Let
R′ := K[X,Y,Z], m′ := (X,Y,Z) and b = (Y2 − X2 − X3). Set R := (R′/b)m′/b and let p
denote the extension of the ideal
(X+ Y− YZ, (Z− 1)2(X + 1)− 1)
of R′ to R. As it is mentioned in [3, Exercise 8.2.9], it follows that R is a 2-dimensional
local domain and that pRˆ is a prime ideal of Rˆ with dim Rˆ/pRˆ = 1. Also, it follows that
H2p(R) 6= 0, (see again [3, Exercise 8.2.9]). So AttRˆ H
2
p(R) is not empty. Now, let p
∗ be a
minimal associated prime ideal of Rˆ such that p∗ ⊆ pRˆ. Then the inclusion must be strict,
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because otherwise we would have
p = pRˆ ∩ R = p∗ ∩ R ∈ AssR Rˆ = {(0)},
a contradiction. This yields that dim Rˆ/p∗ = 2, and so p∗ ∈ AsshRˆ Rˆ. On the other hand,
we have
dim Rˆ/pRˆ+ p∗ = dim Rˆ/pRˆ = 1.
Hence p∗ does not belong to AttRˆ H
2
p(R). Thus, ifm denotes themaximal ideal of the local
ring R, then
∅ 6= AttRˆ H
2
p(R) $ AttRˆ H
2
m(R) = AsshRˆ Rˆ.
In particular, it becomes clear that H2p(R) and H
2
m(R) are not isomorphic. On the other
hand, we have
AttR H
2
p(R) = AttR H
2
m(R) = {(0)}.
We therefore conclude that, it is not possible to replace Rˆ by R in Corollary 3.4 (ii).
The following is an analogue of the Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne Vanishing Theorem for
general Noetherian rings.
Theorem 3.6. Let a be an ideal of R and M a finitely generated R-module of finite dimension d.
LetM =
⋂
m∈Pa,M m and T denote theM-adic completion of R. Then the following are equivalent:
i) Hda (M) = 0.
ii) HdM(M) = ∑
n∈N
< M > (0 :HdM(M)
an).
iii) For any integer l ∈ N, there exists an n = n(l) ∈ N such that
0 :HdM(M)
al ⊆< M > (0 :HdM(M)
an).
iv) dim T/aT + p > 0 for all p ∈ AsshT(M⊗R T).
v) cdR(a, R/p) < d for all p ∈ AsshR M.
Proof. Let p ∈ AsshT(M ⊗R T). Then, it is easy to see that dim T/aT + p > 0 if and
only if Rad(p+ aT)  Rad(p+MT). Therefore, the equivalence of the conditions (i), (ii)
and (iv) is clear by Theorem 2.3 and Remark 3.2 (ii). Note that in the proof of Theorem
3.3, we have seen that AttT H
d
M(M) = AsshT(M⊗R T).
Since a ⊆M, any element of HdM(M) is annihilated by some power of a. Thus iii) ⇒ ii)
becomes clear.
ii) ⇒ iii) Let A = HdM(M) and l a fixed natural number. Then (0 :A a
l)/ < M >
(0 :A a
l) is a Noetherian R-module and so the sequence {(0 :A a
l)∩ < M > (0 :A
an)}n∈N satisfies the ascending chain condition. Thus, it follows by [10, Lemma 2.1] that
(ii) implies (iii).
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By Grothendieck’s Vanishing Theorem, it turns out that cdR(a, R/p) ≤ d for all p ∈
SuppR M. Therefore, the equivalence (i) and (v) is immediate by Theorem 2.5. 
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